2013

2013 is the year, in which

EKOTOI celebrated its twelfth
birthday. The number 12
often has a negative tint, but
it also embodies unsuspected
symbolism: 12 are the
Olympian gods, 12 are
Christ's apostles, there are
12 months in a calendar year.
In 2013 EKOTOI proved
again to be a leading
company in Bulgaria in the
renting, sale and service of
mobile chemical toilets,
mobile sanitary
equipment, mobile fences,
permanent fences and
gates, power generators.

With its 5 offices in Burgas,
Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna and
Ruse, the company covers
the entire country to be
WHEREVER YOU ARE...

During the dynamic year 2013
EKOTOI was a part of the
largest and most popular events
of the year, as the
Open European Biathlon
Championship in Bansko,
World Golf Cup near Cape
Kaliakra, BATA Agro exhibition,
the concerts of Depeche Mode,
Bon Jovi, Deep Purple, Roger
Waters, the festivals Spirit of
Burgas, Solar Summer, Garden
Fest, Sozopol Fest and many,
many others.
In the past year the company
sponsored a number of small
and big events.

The high-quality and reliable
fixed fences and gates,
manufactured by the Dutch
company Heras, take their
place in the broad
product range.

EKOTOI participates actively
in the conduct of various
events (concerts, sports
events, trade shows,
seminars, etc.). The company
offers everything needed for
the equipment of temporary
construction sites, field
facilities, summer and winter
sites without a sewer connection.

Innovations have always been
a priority for EKOTOI.
In 2013 the product
assortment increased with two
modern additions – brand new
luxurious sanitary
containers VIP Premium Line
and toilet cubicles DIXI+.

At the end of the year the
company purchased its first base.
Here is more about the
activities of EKOTOI in 2013:
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REFERENCES AND CERTIFICATES
In the beginning of 2013
EKOTOI was awarded a
certificate, proving that the
company meets the stringent
criteria of the Dutch company
Heras for competence
regarding the products and
quality of installation,
professional qualifications,
training and guarantees.
Heras is the largest European
company for fences and
perimeter security, and
EKOTOI is its official
representative for Bulgaria.
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Municipality of Varna, "Sports
for all" Operational
Programme and municipality
of Shabla also gave a
positive assessment of their
joint work with the company.

In February the
leading construction
company
"Transstroy Varna"
Plc issued a
reference to
EKOTOI as a
proof of
good collaboration.

INNOVATIONS

EKOTOI is a company,
supporting innovations, and
every year it introduces highquality products, setting new
standards in business.
Luxurious sanitary
containers VIP Premium Line
have been developed for the
most refined taste of worldfamous stars, such as the
actors Sylvester Stallone,
Wesley Snipes, Jason
Statham, the performers Selah
Sue, Bon Jovi and Depeche Mode.

The spacious interior offers
maximum freedom of
movement. The lights,
integrated in the ceiling, with
halogen lights and discrete
background music, highlight
the stylish atmosphere.
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The new mobile toilet DIXI+
is another innovation,
introduced by EKOTOI in
2013. The cubicle is a more
modern version of the
chemical toilet DIXI, which
has now been used for over
30 years both on construction
sites and for small and big
events. Made of durable
plastic, DIXI+ can be used in
any place without a sewer
connection, ensuring stability
and resilience.
Advantages of DIXI+
● Significantly greater interior
space.
● New modern design,
providing advertising space.
● Greater convenience for
users, thanks to the ergonomic
design.
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DIXI+ for the

Tourist Information
Centre - town
of Teteven
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DIXI+, a design, specially
developed for Tourist Information
Centre - town of Teteven

FURNITURE FOR RENT AND SALE
In the beginning of 2013
EKOTOI and Hartnagel
Handles GmbH started
working together. The German
company, manufacturer of
high-quality furniture, was
formed in 1977. It is leading
in Europe and for already
more than 35 years
manufactures furniture from
both wood and metal. Over
1 million containers with the
products of Hartnagel have
been furnished so far, thanks
to its cooperation with a
number of partners
from Europe.

EKOTOI is the official
representative of Hartnagel in
Bulgaria. You can rent or
purchase products from the
wide range of furniture
(desks, drawers, cabinets,
benches and many other
kinds of furniture), suitable for
furnishing and equipment of
your containers, offices,
locker rooms and living rooms.
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IBU OPEN EUROPEAN
CHAMPIONSHIPS BIATHLON 2013

From February 18th to February
26th, 2013 the town of Bansko
hosted the Open European
Biathlon Championships. A
sanitary VIP trailer,
delivered by EKOTOI, was
placed on Banderitza stadium.
The company also took care of
the quality service of mobile
chemical toilets, located
on the field.

The VIP sanitary trailer
embodies luxury on wheels,
combining comfort and
innovative technology. It has
been built with a water-saving
system, simultaneously
taking care of your finances
and the environment.
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Almost 400 athletes from 35
countries took part in the
race. Bulgaria took part with
a full quota of athletes a total of 24 - 12 men
and 12 women.

A total of 14 sets of medals
were distributed during the
race. The biathlon athletes
competed in five disciplines:
individual, sprint, pursuit,
mixed relay-race
and relay-race.
Krasi Anev won a bronze
medal for Bulgaria in the
individual discipline
20 km for men.
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Municipality of Silistra, which
competition was held on May
19th near a lake in the forest
park Lipnik, town of Ruse.
EKOTOI was sponsor of the
event and received a diploma
for it. The event aimed to
celebrate the Day of the
Victory and the Day of
Europe, as well as to
promote sports fishing
among children, their
adoption of the idea to
preserve forests and water of
Bulgaria clean and to
encourage them to be in the
open air as often as possible.

the company has been
working with for four years,
proclaimed EKOTOI to be a
reliable and professionally
working company, in
accordance with existing
regulations and European
requirements in the field of
renting and servicing of
chemical toilets and facilities.

EVENTS

Within just one week EKOTOI
company was in the centre of
the most popular events in the
month of May. The first one of
them took place on the Elections
day - May 12th, when about
30 000 people headed to
Lokomotiv stadium to enjoy
their favourite British trio
Depeche Mode.

After nearly seven years
Bulgarian fans had the
opportunity to see Dave
Gahan, Martin Gore and
Andy Fletcher live again. The
concert was part of the tour,
during which one of the most
successful bands in history
presented its latest thirteenth
studio album "Delta Machine",
which was released in the
spring as a continuation of
"Sounds of the Universe"
of 2009.
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Besides the standard
cublicles Toi Fresh and DIXI,
EKOTOI presented a
specialized toilet cubicle Toi
Cap, equipped for
disadvantaged people, as
well as the most luxurious
mobile cabin in the world
High Tech II. A VIP trailer and
a shower container were
available to the British stars.
A four-gate facility, a
necessity for any large event,
took care of the easier
access to the stadium.

The fourth edition of the
Balkans' largest exhibition for
agricultural machinery, BATA
AGRO 2013, was launched
only a day later, on May 13th.
Toilet cubicles Toi Fresh and
The five-day event was held
Toi Flush, as well as mobile
at Stara Zagora airport,
field sinks Duo, were
featuring 193 exhibitors,
provided for the visitors, while
the "Crowd control" fence type accommodated on 41 129 sq. m.
The slogan of the event
shaped the area of the exhibition.
"Even bigger and more
modern" was fully synchronous
with the importance of this
international agricultural
forum, where the four-gate
facility was present again,
along with electricity
generators, provided
by EKOTOI.

For all the visitors EKOTOI
provided toilet cubicles Toi
Fresh and Toi Flush as well as
mobile field washbasins Duo
while mobile fence "crowd"
type, helped securing
the area of the exhibition .
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On May 14th people from
across the country gathered
at Vasil Levski National
Stadium to attend the highly
anticipated concert of Bon
Jovi in Sofia. Without any
doubt the new stage design
of the band caused furore
among the nearly 50 000people audience, which had
the honour to be first to see
the giant car-stage. The
band from New Jersey
started the European part of
its tour in Sofia and that's
why they named the moving
retro car in the name of the
Bulgarian capital.

Bulgaria was the
host of the World
Golf Cup from
May 16th to May 19th for the
first time. Thracian Rocks
complex near Cape Kaliakra
was the location of the 48th
edition of the prestigious
international race, during
which 24 of the best players
in the world showed
their skills.

Moving around of the
numerous audience at the
event, organized by Balkan
Entertainment, was facilitated
by the four-gate facilities,
mobile lattice fences “M200”
and "crowd'' type; as well as
by a mobile solid fence
"City Fence" type.

The first tournament of such
a rank, organized in Eastern
Europe, used the wide range
of EKOTOI's containers –
storage and office, cashboxtype, sanitary WC containers,
as well as a luxurious sanitary
VIP container, presented for
the first time in Bulgaria to
ensure the high standard of
events of this calibre. The
luxurious toilet cubicles Toi
Flush and VIP toilet cubicles
High Tech II also contributed
to the elegant image
of the event.

High Tech II

The rented office
containers and VIP
trailer were
equipped with
clean water tanks and furniture,
provided by the German
company Hartnagel Handles
GmbH. The peace and
comfort of Bon Jovi fans were
guaranteed by the
standard toilets cubicles
Toi Fresh and DIXI, as well
as by the specialized
toilet cubicle Toi Cap.

On June 3rd the legendary
band Deep Purple had a
concert in Plovdiv. Standard
toilet cubicles Toi Fresh and
DIXI, as well as sanitary
trailer LUX were placed at
Plovdiv "Canaries" stadium,
which ensured the comfort of
the over 10 000-people
audience. Office containers
and furniture of German
quality, produced by
Hartnagel, were available to
the organizers and the band,
having sold over 100 million
albums around the world.
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renovated the Bunker in Burgas

The company completely
renewed the old military
bunker, built in 1943 by the
German troops as a
protective facility from a
possible Soviet attack. Today
the Bunker is a reason to
smile for the people of
Burgas and its guests. They
have the opportunity to both
enjoy the panoramic views to
the sea from its balcony and
enjoy the colours of the two
faces of the clown, painted
on the building’s walls.

EKOTOI provided an electric
power generator GEKO and
standard toilet cubicles DIXI
for the 35-day tour The
Voice of Summer. The
tour went through eight towns
and managed to make the
fans of Grafa, Upsurt, Krisko,
Mihaela Fileva, Billy Hlapeto,
Ventzy, DJ Doncho, Lexus,
Rafi and Nova ballet happy,
yet completely free of charge.

The bunker before
the renovation

the bunker after
the renovation

The new vision of the facility
has been designed by the
main artist of the municipality
Nikolay Dubarov, while
EKOTOI took up its
renovation and maintenance
with the idea to make the
town smile. The left side of
the Bunker pictures the sad
face of the clown, while the
right side shows his smiling
half. Regardless of which
side of the former military
facility you are looking at, one
thing is for sure – it can now
awaken the good mood.

This year EKOTOI
took care of the
comfort and
convenience of guests
of the beach festival again.
They were provided with
toilet cubicles DIXI, mobile
lattice fences “M200” type,
crowd control fence type,
as well as a container
"guard booth" type.

Even though on a smaller
scale, Sozopol Fest
came back in full force after
its two-year success. The
event was held on July 5th
and 6th, as the fans of house,
soul and funk music enjoyed
breathtaking sunrises and the
lovely atmosphere of La Mouche
bar, Zlatna Ribka camping site.
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EKOTOI
provided mobile
chemical toilets Toi
Fresh, office containers, as
well as mobile fences "M200"
and "crowd" type for the
fourth edition of the festival
Sofia Rocks, which was
held on July 26th at Vasil
Levski National Stadium.

Unlike its 3-day
"predecessors",
Spirit of Burgas
2013 took place
within one weekend (July
27th and 28th), as the guests
of the largest Bulgarian
festival had the pleasure to
hear their favourite artists on
three stages – the main
stage, which turned into
Solar stage in the early
morning hours, Jack Daniel's
rock stage and the Freestyle
stage "In the dark".

A luxurious sanitary container
VIP Premium Line, sanitary
containers for males/females, a
storage container and office
containers for the producers of
the festival were delivered in
the backstage area.
A "Cashbox" type container
was placed near the four points
of admission, provided by
EKOTOI again.
Nearly a week before the
event was held company
EKOTOI took care of
providing chemical toilets,
fences, clean and waste
water tanks, containers, as
well as furniture for them.
Standard toilet cubicles Toi
Fresh, specialized toilet
cubicles Toi Cap, mobile
urinals with four slots DIXI
Kros and mobile field
washbasins Duo were
installed for the convenience
of the guests of the festival
town on the Central Beach.
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EKOTOI took care of the
convenience and safety of all
attendees. Standard toilet
cubicles Toi Fresh and DIXI,
additionally illuminated by a
lights cable, were provided for
them. DUO field
washbasins were available
too and a VIP toilet
cubicle High Tech II was
installed especially for the
stars of the event. The mobile
"crowd" type and "M200"
fences helped securing the
area of the festival.

electronic music event in
Bulgaria started on July 26th
and lasted for five consecutive
weekends. A stage was
specially constructed on club
Cacao Beach, Sunny Beach,
in the shape of a kite surf
wing. It welcomed over 20
world-famous artists, who
made Solar Summer
Festival 2013 an
incredible experience.

The first edition of Gradina
Fest surprised the fans of
black music in Bulgaria, who
had the opportunity to hear
and see some of their
favourite artists live, such as
Upsurt and Nova ballet,
Goodslav, Dim4ou & F.O. and
G-style. One of the creators
of the greatest summer hip
hop event in Bulgaria Spens, as well as the world
beatbox champions Skiller
and Pe4enkata, were also
among those appearing on
the specially built stage,
which was supplied with
electricity by a 100 kW
generator, provided by EKOTOI.

The area of the festival was
formed by a mobile fence
"crowd" type and a mobile
lattice fence "M200" type, as
well as by means of a mobile
solid fence "City Fence" type.
Mobile toilet cabins Toi Fresh
were installed for the
convenience of the visitors;
tickets for the event could be
bought at the "Cashbox" type
container, located in close
proximity to the host of Gradina
Fest - Sentosa Beach Bar.

The shooting of the third part
of the Hollywood action film
"The Expendables 3"
started in August. Chemical
toilets Toi Flush, field sinks
Duo and a VIP sanitary
trailer were delivered for this
purpose by Varna
shipyard "Bilyard".
Office containers were
available for the film crew for
the successful conduct of
filming; the storage containers
and water tanks were blown
up during the shots. The third
part of the action film promises
to very exciting. The movie
will be on the big screen
in August.
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the smooth running of the
SUMforbiggest
rock show in the

world – "The Wall" started
a week before the concert. As
an integral part of the
organization of large-scale
events, EKOTOI again took
care of the convenience and
safety of several
generations of fans.

Mobile fences "crowd control"
and "M200" types, as well as
the mobile solid fence
"City Fence" were installed at
Vasil Levski National
Stadium; chemical toilet
cubicles Toi Fresh were
installed for the convenience
of rock music fans.
EKOTOI - Main sponsor of
the Standard Sport Dancing
World Cup
Bulgaria hosted the Standard
Sport Dancing World Cup for
the first time, it was held
together with 28th International
Tournament in Sports Dances
"Burgas Cup" 2013 on August
31st and September 1st.

Coca-Cola Happy Energy Tour
party, which never ends, roared
for the fourth consecutive year
throughout
six Bulgarian towns:
The five-day meditation
Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Varna,
course with Lama Ole Nydahl
Burgas, Plovdiv and Sofia.
was held in Vinitsa Retreat
For the convenience of the
Centre at the end of August.
enthusiastic music lovers
EKOTOI provided additional
EKOTOI provided again standard
electric power by a 150 kW
eco toilets Toi Fresh, and for their
power generator for the
conduct of the event; fresh After the Latin-American Sport safety - mobile fences, "crowd"
type, and mobile lattice fences
and waste water tanks, as
Dancing World Cup, held in
"M200", as well as a solid
well as fuel tanks, were
Burgas in 1991, now, with the
mobile
fence "City Fence".
indispensable for the event.
aid of the organizers Dance
As the undisputed leader in
Sport Club "Burgas 1975",
the renting of mobile sanitary municipality of Burgas and the
equipment, the company took
Bulgarian Dance Sport
care of the convenience of
Federation, the Black Sea
over 1200 people, attending town became the capital of the
the course. Luxurious toilet
exquisite dancing art. This year
cubicles Hi-Tech II and
again the event took place
sanitary shower and WC
with the support of EKOTOI
containers, as well as
and traditionally under the
storage containers, were
patronage of the mayor of the
delivered for them.
town - Dimitar Nikolov.
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Passenger Sea Port
town of Burgas
The first passenger port in
Burgas was officially opened
on October 4th. The building
of the Passenger Sea Port of
the town of Burgas began in
March, as part of the
large-scale project "Super
Burgas - public access area".
An area of 2 700 sq. m. was
built up, and another terminal
for the administration will be
built by the beginning of the
summer season in 2014.
The building is located along
the length of the quay 18 m
from the sea and consists
of three modules.

The opening of a total of 6
entrances and exits to the
Sea Park has been planned
and the station itself will be
connected with the rest of the
area of the terminal by a
newly built street.

The first cruise ship
"Celebrity Constellation"
arrived from Istanbul a day
after the opening. 2000
passengers and 1500 crew
members came down from it;
the annual capacity of the
station is about 100 000
people. EKOTOI provided a
mobile "crowd control" fence
and a mobile lattice fence
"M200" for everybody's safe
and secure moving.
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COMPANY TRAINING
Company EKOTOI is certified
under BDS EN ISO
9001:2008 standard, which
proves its capacity to provide
a service of consistently high
quality, satisfying clients’ and
legal requirements.
The effective implementation
and continuous improvement
of the quality management
system (QMS) aims at
enhancing clients' satisfaction
and the company's stability
on the market.
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Team building of the employees
once a year has been
The 2013 seminar was held at
planned among company's
Pomorie Grand Hotel, where the
objectives. The purpose of
team from the five offices
these trainings is to make
throughout the country had the
employees aware that the
opportunity to discuss the
activities of everyone of them
commercial process and the
contribute to the image of the
products, provided by the
company and the implementation
company. An emphasis was
of quality objectives.
also placed on the quality of the
service during major events,
which often lack a sufficient
number of rented mobile toilets.
The training motivates
EKOTOI's employees to work
even harder.

wORLD TOILET DAY
2013 is the year, in which the

nOVEMBER 19TH is the
World Toilet Day. It has been
celebrated since 2002 in
accordance with a
decision, taken at the First
International Conference of
the World Organization of
Toilets in Singapore. The day
has been initiated to urge
governments to take timely
action to fight problems,
accompanying lack of normal
hygienic conditions, as well
as to disseminate information
among the biggest
audience possible.

UN acknowledged November
19th as the official World
Toilet Day. It is an important
day in our calendar, because
it directs our attention to
serious global problems - the
lack of clean water and
normal sanitary and hygienic
conditions, which entail
diseases and infections,
causing death of thousands
of people worldwide,
contaminate the
environment and last but not
least deprive people of their
dignity and equality.

Since 1992 St. Nicholas'
Day has been celebrated as
the day of Burgas. As part of
the festive atmosphere a
8-meter graffiti wall was
specially installed next to the
building of the municipality,
which was painted by the
creative boys from Me Click.
EKOTOI provided a mobile
lattice fence "M200", which
young people used for their
unique work on the topic of
fishing. Mobile fences "crowd
control" type were placed on
three locations to facilitate the
access of the guests and
residents of the town, whom
fish soup was prepared for.
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Harmanli Refugee Camp
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In the beginning of December
30 chemical toilets, 2 of
● Mobile fences
which were donated by
EKOTOI, were installed at the
Centre for temporary
● Living containers, equipped with two-level metal beds,
accommodation of foreigners
mattresses and wardrobes
in Harmanli. Provision of
clean water and proper
sanitary and hygienic
conditions are of great
importance for the health,
dignity and even survival of
● Diesel electricity generators
people in refugee camps.
EKOTOI has the full
● Mobile chemical toilets, urinals and sinks
capability to respond in
situations of crises, as well
as to build a temporary field
camp from scratch by
● Clean and waste water tanks
providing everything
necessary for rent or sale.
● Sanitary WC and shower containers

EKOTOI HAS A NEW BASE

The company purchased its
first base. It is located in Sofia
and is absolutely complete.
It is situated on an area of
6.5 decares and is a kind of
a Christmas present for the
company, because it will both
provide a separate hall and a
service centre for the cars and
offices for administrative staff.

Stefan Petrov, General
Manager of EKOTOI,
revealed that the purchase
of 4 new cesspoolage truck
tanks for carrying out service
activities has been planned
in the budget for 2014.

Let 2014 bring even
more health and
success!
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Office Burgas
17 Tsar Peter Str., fl. 2
tel/fax: 056 844 137
gsm: 0896 896 306
ekotoi@ekotoi.bg
Office Sofia
15 Bansko shose Str.
tel/fax: 02 953 1626
gsm: 0896 896 300
sofia@ekotoi.bg
Office Plovdiv
3 Stefan Verkovich Str., fl. 1, office 5
tel/fax: 032 629 862
gsm: 0898 639 988
plovdiv@ekotoi.bg
Office Varna
Western Industrial Zone 9009, TSK base, fl.3
tel/fax: 052 740 186
gsm: 0896 896 331
varna@ekotoi.bg
Office Ruse
Eastern Industrial Zone, next to RSK,
base ‘’Stroytehnika Manev’’
tel/fax: 082 844 352
gsm: 0896 896 336
ruse@ekotoi.bg

